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 Dr. George Bugliarello (1927-2011) was born in Trieste, Italy, and studied engineering at the University of 
Padua. He graduated in 1951, and thereafter came to the United States on a Fulbright scholarship. In 1959, he 
received his doctorate in civil engineering and hydrodynamics from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. From 
1969-1973, Dr. Bugliarello served as Dean of Engineering at the University of Illinois at Chicago, and later relocated 
to New York to work at the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn. The Polytechnic, a private engineering institute, was 
established in 1854, and is the second-oldest private engineering school in the United States. In the early 1970s, the 
financially troubled Polytechnic merged with New York University (currently known as NYU-Poly,) where Dr. 
Bugliarello served as president until 1994. 
 Dr. Bugliarello was a visionary. He created a computer language for hydrology known as “Hydro,” a 
language with commands and data format specifically geared to the field of water resources, devising effective 
means of analyzing and controlling 
water resources problems. He 
founded the journal “Technology 
and Society,” and in 1975 he 
proposed an urban research park 
for business and education in 
Brooklyn. Hence, in the late 1980s, 
construction of MetroTech 
Commons, a development of 4.7 
million square feet began with the 
Bern Dibner Library for Science & 
Technology that opened in 1992, 
and ended with the final building, 
12 MetroTech, that was completed 
in 2004. Dr. Bugliarello’s vision was 
significant in the transformation of 
downtown Brooklyn from an area of 
violence and poverty to a dynamic 
center of commercial, 
technological, and academic 
activity. 
 Furthermore MetroTech has grown into one of New York’s leading outdoor art sites. In 2013, on the 
occasion of the center’s 20th anniversary, MetroTech presented German artist Katharina Grosse’s site-specific work 
entitled “Just Two of Us.” In Brooklyn, Grosse (b. 1961) painted the terrain. She spread fiberglass-coated forms 
throughout MetroTech, woven among the trees of the landscaped campus, and spray painted with vibrant colors 



that transformed the entire space. Known for her large-scale and energetic works, Grosse fused painting, sculpture, 
and architecture, celebrating ingenuity and progress. 
 In December 2010, Grosse created a brilliant and ambitious installation entitled “One Floor Up More 
Highly,” at Mass MoCA (Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art) where she exhibited a psychedelic landscape 
painted with her industrial spray gun. Grosse’s mountains and boulders of glass and fiber-reinforced plastic were 
sprayed with waves and fields of color across the floor and walls of the galleries. Stacks of Styrofoam shards mirrored 
the white tone of the gallery walls, and the viewers walked around and above the massive terrain. In an interview for 
Artforum magazine she explained: “The relationship between my installations and my studio practice has become 
more important to me in the past few years, especially since 2008. I’ve always worked on both strands at the same 
time, but I usually spent more time on the installations. My knowledge of how my installations function is very 
precise; they’re about expanding small experience. By making something small really large, you slow the 
information, and time, down, like slow motion. I’ve started to understand that my canvas works do the opposite––
they’re compressions of time and activity that make things very fast. Also, the painted area in my new canvases is 
relatively small. The white space I leave seems to somehow correlate to the Styrofoam in the MASS MoCA 
installation. Both create areas in the image field that either mark something as invisible or that cut into the vision and 
erase information… I don’t think that a painting is a coherent, closed system that only takes place within its borders. 
And rather than choosing between painting being a window and painting being flat, I view everything as a window: 
You’re a window, the window is a window, the car is a window. For me, everything is an illusionistic surface, and 
painting is a mode of thought––a way to link these illusionistic elements together.” 
(quote from http://artforum.com/words/id=27257, January 3, 2011) 
 Currently at the Hyde Park Art Center in Chicago is “Alex Chitty: Turning Spoons Into Forks.” Chicago-
based interdisciplinary artist, Alex Chitty (b.1979), who teaches at the School of the Art Institute, turns objects into 
conceptual sculptures. Her work invites viewers to examine detail and coincidence in a reimagined physical 
environment. The exhibition will run through March 3rd. A concurrent show of Chitty’s work entitled “the sun-
drenched neutral that goes with everything” is on view at Patron Gallery on Milwaukee Avenue and will run until 
March 5th. 


